Department of Science & Technology

[INSPIRE Program]

Endorsement form from the Head/Principal/Registrar/Director of the College/University/Institute

FOR INSPIRE-SHE 2017 ONWARDS

Date- 04.10.2017

It is certified that Ms./Mr. ……………………………………………………………………………… son/daughter of ……………………………………………………………………………… is pursuing the following course

B.Sc. (Hons) □  B.Sc. □  B.S □  Int. M.Sc. □

since ……………. (Year of admission) with the following main subject(s):

(For BSc Hons /Int. MSc & BS, please tick only the major subject. For BSc General, please tick at least two subjects from the given subjects’ combination)

□ PHYSICS  □ MATHEMATICS  □ BOTANY

□ CHEMISTRY  □ STATISTICS  □ ZOOLOGY

□ ASTRONOMY  □ GEOLOGY  □ BIOCHEMISTRY

□ ASTROPHYSICS  □ GEOPHYSICS  □ MICROBIOLOGY

□ ELECTRONICS  □ GEOCHEMISTRY  □ BIOLOGY

□ ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES □ OCEANIC SCIENCES □ ANTHROPOLOGY

Name of the College ……………………………………………………………………………

Name of the University/Institute: ……………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

Signature and Stamp of the Principal of the College/Head of the Institution:

Date:

Place: